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The MediaWiki Ecosystem
Consensus-based
decision making
MediaWiki features:
tools in the toolbox
Social practices:
working with tools

• finding a workable solution to a problem as a

group through discussion
• fundamentally ITERATIVE

- understand the problem
- find tradeoffs
- share concerns
- develop solutions
- (repeat)
• easy to describe, difficult in practice
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The MediaWiki Ecosystem
Consensus-based
decision making
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tools in the toolbox

• wiki markup
• namespaces / talk pages
• templates
• watchlists

Social practices:
working with tools

• history
• diffs
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• Requests for comment (RfC)
• Polls
• Requests for adminship
• Articles for deletion

Social practices:
working with tools

• Mediation cases
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I'm opening this RfC as an admin who has been lightly involved with some behavioral issues on

[edit]
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Statement by LjL

[edit]

Wikipedia is not censored, so relevant images and text should not be removed because some people
object to their viewing. No disclaimers should be used (although the current lead image may be moved to
a more appropriate section if a better lead image is found). Even disregarding these guidelines on the
grounds that they should be ignored in this case, the claimed harm is 1) not ultimately, definitely provable
2) so indirect that it cannot be taken to require an exception to policy 3) claimed to be potentially
generated by such a wide variety of content that virtually all article content on test description and
interpretation ought to be removed on its ground (for instance, sources state that test subjects should not
receive any hints whatsoever that "color" may be important in their responses, because that will skew
results).

The MediaWiki Ecosystem
Consensus-based
decision making
MediaWiki features:
tools in the toolbox
Social practices:
working with tools

A compromise involving removal of some of the 10 images (note, a very limited set of material that
cannot grow in number, not really an image gallery in the "unwanted" sense) is not acceptable, because
•sizeable parts of the article content specifically discuss the images individually or in groups (for instance
by color components).

Requests for comment (RfC)

who endorse this summary:
•Users
Polls
1. --LjL (talk) 16:53, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
2. -- Piotr Konieczny aka Prokonsul Piotrus| talk 17:04, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
3. --DuncanHill (talk) 17:06, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

• Requests for adminship

4. --Jezhotwells (talk) 17:28, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
5. hmwith t 17:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

• Articles
for deletion
6. Dlabtot (talk) 17:48, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
7. Quasistellar (talk) 18:40, 7 August 2009 (UTC) — Quasistellar (talk • contribs) has made few or no other
edits outside this topic.
• Mediation
cases

8. Chillum 19:19, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
9. Doc James (talk · contribs · email) 20:45, 7 August 2009 (UTC)

10. DreamGuy (talk) 20:47, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
11. Casliber (talk · contribs) 21:12, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
12. CRGreathouse (t | c) 23:29, 7 August 2009 (UTC)
13. — Gavia immer (talk) 01:10, 8 August 2009 (UTC)
14. Axl ¤ [Talk] 13:26, 8 August 2009 (UTC)
15. Jakew (talk) 15:59, 8 August 2009 (UTC)
16. iridescent 19:18, 8 August 2009 (UTC)
17. (also) Happy!melon 19:43, 8 August 2009 (UTC)
18. Falcorian

(talk)

20:35, 8 August 2009 (UTC)

19. WS (talk) 20:41, 8 August 2009 (UTC)
20. Cirt (talk) 00:01, 9 August 2009 (UTC)
21. Jclemens (talk) 02:31, 9 August 2009 (UTC)
22. --Mysidia (talk) 14:43, 9 August 2009 (UTC)
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Why is consensus-seeking challenging?
Human factors

• The problem

- what is at stake

Involving

- possible solutions & tradeoffs
- open questions

Understanding
Contributing

• The dialog

- what people are saying & why
- who is involved
- current state of consensus
- if others have stated or share your opinion
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Why is consensus-seeking challenging?
Human factors

• Where to effectively communicate my position

Involving

• How to attract attention to...

Understanding

- unanswered questions
- claims that need attention
- a new position or solution

Contributing
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Continuous feedback on state of consensus
•

How do you tell you have “consensus”?
- maybe we can detect when endorsements are not changing

•

Periodically ask participants to review & revise their position
- dynamic summaries are easier to shop around
- more intelligent awareness mechanisms than watchlists
‣ a position you endorsed has been updated
‣ please highlight the most convincing reason

•

Maybe consensus can be achieved on intermediate states
- are all options clearly stated?
- have all arguments been summarized?
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Need your help...
•

Feedback!!
- user:leafman
- travis@cs.washington.edu

•

Participate in research
- interviews
- user testing
- mock debates
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Questions?
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